
Editorial

Defeat Britain’s ‘invisible empire’

U.S. Ambassador to Uganda Michael Southwick, in an throughout the African continent. Some of them even
operate under United Nations auspices: private merce-interview to the French daily Le Figaro published on

July 30, blasted the lies that have been appearing in nary armies in blue helmets.
You have a “corrupt” regime running your coun-the international press, concerning U.S. policy toward

Africa, and particularly the Great Lakes region. “Cer- try? Okay, say the British, we’ll send in some nice
“clean” professionals, to run the place. Transparencytain French analysts are persuaded,” he said, “that

American policy in Africa is run by Metternichs, diplo- International and the World Bank will give you a new,
sanitized “government,” to oversee the looting of whatmatic aces who have a strategic vision, who think con-

stantly about Africa, about its resources, its borders in- used to be your nation, on the part of the British
Commonwealth’s raw materials cartel and other fi-herited from the Congress of Berlin. This is simply not

at all true, I can assure you.” nancial holdings.
Aside from Africa, EIR’s forthcoming report willReaders of EIR have long known, that it is Britain,

not the United States, that is pulling the strings of pup- focus on two other principal targets of this Thirty Years’
War scenario: Ibero-America and the United States.pets such as Uganda’s Museveni and Zaire’s Kabila.

Our Feature this week provides extensive further docu- The very same forces of the British Empire that
are destroying Africa, have targetted Central and Southmentation of this point. Lyndon LaRouche, in EIR’s

editorial on Feb. 7, warned that unless the British oligar- America, and are the main threat to the existence of
the nation-states there—a region of over 350 millionchy’s strategic gameplan were defeated, the United

States would be blamed for the British-sponsored geno- people. In Brazil, which is by far the largest, most popu-
lous, and most heavily industrialized country on thecide, and the wars in Africa would become a “quagmire”

for the United States, much worse than the Johnson South American continent, the destabilization of the
nation-state by these networks is most advanced. Brazil,administration’s Vietnam debacle.

Now is the time to up the ante. EIR’s staff is assem- indeed, is intended to be the next “Zaire.”
As for the United States, we shall expose the role inbling an intelligence profile of Britain’s “invisible em-

pire,” for publication next week, which goes far beyond fostering terrorism of the Church of England-run Pente-
costalist movement. These networks have their tenta-what we have published up to now.

Don’t think about Prince Charles wiping away a cles deep into the U.S. military and retired military, as
well as the militia movement. With their origins in thetear, as the Union Jack was lowered over Hongkong!

The British Empire today has nothing to do with what British-Israelite grouping in the early years of this cen-
tury, the Pentecostalists have grown to be a very sig-one might normally associate with the trappings of colo-

nial power. What they have in store now, for the nations nificant force for destabilization of the American repub-
lic. The lower-level operatives, the “low church” types,of the world, is much, much worse.

The Royals are replacing the institutions of the na- are manipulated, in this time of deepening global eco-
nomic and social crisis, to direct their rage against thetion-state with privately run corporate and mercenary

enterprises, reporting directly to the British Crown. This institutions of the American nation-state itself. They
will tell you that 1776, the year that most people associ-can be clearly seen in Africa, where, on May 9, top

financiers from the British Commonwealth met in Lu- ate with the founding of the American republic, was
actually the year that the Illuminati began to take overbumbashi, Zaire, with Laurent Kabila, to bankroll his

murderous march to power. Through such corporate the world! Meanwhile, their “high church” controllers,
Anglophile to the core, chuckle, as they receive theirentities as Crown Agents and Executive Outcomes,

armed gangs are being created that are running amok knighthoods from Queen Elizabeth II.
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